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After nearly half a century, the time has now come to review the entire literature available on the subject 
of plating of Pakistan overprints on Indian stamps.  Lack of awareness in the newly created country on 
this subject and colossal socio-economic upheaval with some element of lack of interest, resulted in a 
blank in this field.  Very few researchers contributed to this field and they were all foreigners who had 
limited access to the Government records.  However, some effort is made in this article to consolidate 
what is known, so that a baseline is established, if possible, for any further research 
 
For a collector of limited means the obstacle to specialization is usually the scarcity of material for study 
and the high price it commands. 
 
Under the arrangements governing the Partition of India, the Indian state was to supply Pakistan with 
postage and revenue stamps until Pakistan could arrange for its own issues.  The current valid Indian 
stamps of undivided India were to be overprinted "PAKISTAN" at the Government of India Security 
press at NASIK which had been functioning since 1926.  In the embittered relations between these two 
dominions, India was not keen on fulfilling these obligations and Pakistan soon found itself running short 
of overprinted stamps; ordinary, service and revenue. 
 
Faced with this stamp famine the Pakistan Government arranged for the existing stocks of the Indian 
stamps in its treasuries to be overprinted.  To meet the urgent local needs, Provincial/District Postmasters 
and Treasuries were also authorized to machine print or handstamp ‘PAKISTAN’ on stocks on hand. 
Much correspondence and documents has been faithfully recorded to support theses authorizations and 
references can be found in various publications. Hand stamping created a wide variety of sizes, types and 
colors of dies made locally. The dies were single-word or compact blocks of two, four six, eight, sixteen 
etc., and were applied on sheets or remainders of broken sheets. 
 
Nasik printing

The first government-controlled printing was performed at the Indian Printing press at Nasik and the first 
stamps were issued on October 1, 1947. It is known that some post offices released their stocks some days 
earlier by mistake. 
 
A composite plate of 320 clichés of ‘PAKISTAN’ was prepared to overprint sheets of Indian stamps (320 
per sheet). The letters were centered above “INDIA POSTAGE” and printed in bright black ink by offset 
lithographic process. This composite plate was used on sheets of King George VI (KGVI) values ranging 
from 3 pies to 12 annas but not including the 1anna 3 pies value. They show the same varieties as the 
Indian stamps but, since the overprinting was done very carefully, there are practically no overprint 
varieties. Marginal arrows are centered close to the stamps along the top and bottom margins between 
columns 8 and 9; also along the side margins between rows 5 & 6, 10 & 11 and 15& 16 dividing the sheet 
into eight blocks of forty stamps each. There are also two dots some distance from the stamps at the top 
and bottom margins, at each end and to the left the 7th column and to the right of the 10th column. Because 
of the different sizes, two different settings were used for the 14 annas and the Rupee values. 
 

First printing

In the first Nasik printing, the final stroke of the ‘N’ of “PAKISTAN” was thin and sharp and is 
designated Plate No.1. Supplies from this plate lasted until about December 31, 1947. Plate No.2, in 
which the final stroke of the ‘N’ has thick with sharp corners, followed this; both plates were used with 
bright black ink. Supplies from this plate lasted until about April 1948 when the Indian government 
ceased further supplies. Pakistan government rushed into printing more supplies by making copies of the 
Nasik 2nd printing; the description will continue with Plate No.3 being Nasik copies.
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Nasik Printing Plates 1 and 2 
 
Bright black ink   13/13.5 x 2.25mm Block letters  
 
The horizontal distance between the overprints “PAKISTAN” is 7mm (Plate 1) and 7.5mm (Plate 2); the 
vertical distance is 22mm. The overprint is centered above “INDIA POSTAGE” on the KGVI effigy and 
is between 1-2.5mm from “INDIA POSTAGE” while the Karachi, Lahore and Peshawar overprints vary 
greatly. 
 
Before continuing with details of copies of the Nasik plates, an overview of the controversies involved 
and the manufacturing methods in the 1947-48 periods would be in order. 
 
The late Mogens Juhl published an article in the March 1962 issue of The Philatelist describing the 
printing plates in some detail. The article evoked a controversy during which the late Colonel D. R. 
Martin’s letter appeared in The Philatelist expressing widely differing views from Mr. Juhl’s. In later 
issues, the late A. F. H. Zahid and the late Morris Everett also joined the fray. 
 
In his letter Col. Martin emphasized the need for independent evaluation. Unfortunately there were no 
philatelists of substance at the time who were able to start any kind of research so independent evaluation 
of material available was not possible. 
 
Now, nearly half a century later, I feel whatever the available evidence, it should be examined and 
evaluated and put an end to the controversy. In the following evaluation, my personal observations and 
knowledge of events at the time are also included. 
 
Manufacture of the Plates of Nasik Copies

Because of the uncertainty of the receipt of overprinted stamps from Nasik and the deteriorating 
relationships between India and Pakistan, the Pakistan government began to investigate alternate 
arrangements for overprinting the stamps. At the time of Partition of India Lahore and Karachi were the 
only tow cities in Pakistan with the technology and the skill to convert photographic negatives into 
Copper/Zinc printing plates. These two cities were also the only ones producing national daily 
newspapers; the Civil and Military Gazette in Lahore and Dawn in Karachi. There is no doubt that the 
plates were made at these dailies from negatives provided by the government. The brief outline of stages 
of the process as provided by Col. Martin is noted below. It is relevant to emphasize the huge migrations 
of populations between India and Pakistan causing a large loss of skills in Pakistan. There were also 
serious shortages of materials for inks and for the strengthening of the metals. Copies are always inferior 
to the originals and under the circumstances not much could be expected from the secondary plates. 
 

a. Photographic block Because the full sheet could not be covered by the camera, a 
full-scale photographic block of half the sheet was made of the overprint, “PAKISTAN” 
by filtering out the background stamp using color filters. 

 
b. Making the line block Photograph from the glass negative was made on a sheet of 

metal (Zinc or Copper). This was treated so only the word “PAKISTAN” remained. 
This sheet was then immersed in an acid bath that ate away the plate leaving 
“PAKISTAN” in relief. 

 
c. The moulds Paper pulp was then pressed upon the line block by either heating or 

by using hydraulic presses. This mould with “PAKISTAN” was sunken, was then 
baked. 
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d. Casting Molten metal was poured into the mould creating a block with 
“PAKISTAN” in relief. The block was then trimmed and excess metal removed. Several 
stereotypes could and were made from such moulds. 

 
e. Making of the blocks The cast was made of half a sheet and then cut into 

horizontal rows of sixteen.. This was done to allow for expansion and to provide some 
intrablock mobility to the assembled frame so the overprint is registered properly. These 
rows of sixteen were assembled in a block of 160 (10 rows of 16) and clamped together 
in a frame. They were then provided to the government printing presses at Peshawar and 
Karachi; these presses were only set up for typeset, flat bed printing. 

 
f. New Plates New plates were made from the original dies showing some 

differences. Retouching or refining was done at different times, producing varieties and 
various states in the same plate. 

 
Plating Low Values

In determining plates, it is essential to find regularly spaced recurring flaws. Such flaws have been 
discovered and are described ahead. 
 
Mogens Juhl described the stop after ‘N’. This was number 13 in a row of sixteen clichés. After an in-
depth study of this flaw, it was surmised that plates were constituted in ten rows, each having sixteen 
clichés. These plates were frequently adjusted, reconstituted and cleaned of thickened and dried ink. 
Single clichés were not replaced. Contrary to previous belief, there does not seem to be any evidence of 
sudden change in the horizontal or vertical spacing, which would indicate a smaller block composition as 
previously thought. 
 
It appears from records that six plates of 160 clichés were made at Lahore. Four were sent to Peshawar 
and two to Karachi. These two constituted Hybrid plates. Later, Karachi made their own plates from the 
photographic negatives supplied by Lahore. These plates were of superior quality so very few flaws have 
been found. 
 
Half plates were used in Peshawar for printing half sheets In Karachi, two half plates were joined together 
to form and print a complete plate block of 320. For purposes of description a half plate has been as one 
printing unit; the distribution of plates and printing units appears as follows: 
 
PLATE 1 320  stamps    NASIK 
PLATE 2 320  stamps    NASIK 
PLATE 3 Printing unit I of 160 stamps  PESHAWAR 
PLATE 4 Printing unit II of 160 stamps  PESHAWAR 
PLATE 5 Printing unit III of 160 stamps  PESHAWAR 
PLATE 6 Printing unit IV of 160 stamps  PESHAWAR 
PLATE 7 Printing unit V & VI of 320 stamps  HYBRID 
PLATE 8 Printing unit VII & VIII of 320 stamps Made and printed at KARACHI 
PLATE 8 Printing unit IX & X of 320 stamps  Made and printed at KARACHI 
 
The values printed are noted on Table 1; more values may be added if and when they are discovered. 
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Table 1. Values overprinted 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

KGV 1a3p - - - x - - - - -
KGVI 3p x x - x - - - x x

6p x x - x - - x x x
9p x x x x - x - x -
1a x x x x x - - - -

1a3p - - - - x - x - -
1 ½ a x x - x - - x x x

2a x x - x - - - x x
3a x x x x x - - x x

3 ½ a x x x x - - - x x
4a x x - x - - x - -
6a x x - x - - - x x
8a x x - x - - - x x
12a x x - x - - x x -

In the following descriptions, the stamps are numbered (i.e., 3/125) such that the first figure represents the 
plate number and the second represents the stamp position on the sheet when read from left to right. 
 
Peshawar Printing

Plate Number 3. This plate is derived from printing unit #1 comprising 160 clichés. The ink is a weak 
black; it is not uniform and mottling is common. 
 

Reign Value Plate Numbers 

Origin        Plate #
Nasik 1, 2 
Peshawar   3, 4, 5, 6
Hybrid              7 
Karachi          8, 9
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Plate 3  Left half 



Plate 3  Right half 



Major Flaws

1. Stop after ‘N’        3/125 
 

2. Vertical stroke of ‘P’ sliced concave     3/128 
 

3. Vertical stroke of ‘P’  sliced to a taper     3/160 
 

Minor Flaws

These are mostly related to the ‘N’ of “PAKISTAN”.  
 

1. Bottom of the left hand stroke of the ‘N’ is cut off    3/7 
 

2. Right hand stroke of the ‘N’ is deformed     3/58 
 

3. Middle stroke of ‘N’ is broken      3/60 
 

4. Short right hand stroke of ‘N’      3/65 
 

5. Right hand stroke of the ‘N’ is deformed     3/126 
 

6. Thin and hairy right hand stroke of the ‘N’     3/127 
 

7. Right hand stroke of the ‘N’ is deformed        3/138, 148, 149, 156 
 

8. ‘P’ broken        3/39 
 

9. ‘P’, ‘A’, ‘N’ pitted       3/113                      
 

Plate Number 4. This plate is derived from unit number II. 

Major Flaws
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Plate 4  Left half 



Plate 4  Right half 



Major Flaws

1. Stop after ‘N’        4/13 
 

2. ‘N’ deformed by dots and dashes      4/99 
 

3. ‘PA’ deformed        4/129 
 

Minor Flaws

1. Horizontal black lines in top row                4/1-3, 8, 9, 11-16 
 crossing the King’s effigy 
 
2. Horizontal lines clustered together like fingerprints            4/62, 63, 154, 159 
 
3. deformed ‘N’              4/54, 62, 68, 70, 83 
 
4. 10th row shows the SQUAT PRINT        
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Plate Number 5. Overprinting for unit number III 
 

Major Flaws

1. Stop after ‘N’        5/125 
 

2. Second ‘A’ missing right leg and      5/80 
Left stroke of ‘N’ is chopped and twisted 

 
3. Second stroke of ‘A’ and first two strkes of ‘N’ cut    5/133 

 
4. Vertical stroke of ‘P’ chopped at bottom     5/65 

 
5. Left leg of first ‘A’ chopped at bottom     5/17 

 



Plate 5 Left half



Plate 5  Right half 



Plate Number 6. This plate has not been available for full description. It appears that only the 9 pies was 
overprinted from this plate. Position of the “Stop after ‘N’” flaw is not known. Post card and printed 
Matter rates were increased from ½ anna to 9 pies as of April 1, 1948. This may have been the reason for 
using this plate exclusively for the printing of the 9 pies value. 
 

Karachi Printings

Plates manufactured in Lahore and supplied to Karachi are called Hybrid Plates. Two plates of 160 
clichés were supplied to Karachi (printing unit V & VI). The two units were joined together to form a 
composite plate of 320 clichés. The ink was dull black, it was of good quality and was applied uniformly. 
 
Plate Number 7. This shows great wear and tear; it was heavily damaged during the printing process. 
Later on, this plate appears to have been discarded and new plates were prepared and used at Karachi 
from negatives provided by Lahore. 
 

Major Flaws

1. Stop after ‘N’        7/157 
 

2. Vertical stroke of ‘P’ sliced concave and ‘N’ deformed         7/288, 317 
 

3. Vertical stroke of ‘P’  sliced to a taper     7/320 
 

Minor Flaws

1. Broken or deformed ‘N’  7/3      7/30-318  
 

7/304     7/12          7/52-124        
 

7/224-240   7/20      7/108            
 

2. Heavy damage to plate. Crack in the entire ‘PAKISTAN’       7/41, 42, 43 
 

3. Bottom of ‘PAKISTAN’ sliced off      7/45 
 

4. Top of ‘STAN’ sliced off       7/64 
 

5.  Bottom of ‘N’ sliced off       7/87 
 

6. ‘AK’ damaged        7/111 
 

7. Upper portion of ‘PAKIS’sliced off            7/218, 219 
 

8. Damage to ‘PAKISTAN’      7/195, 225, 233 
 

9. Damage to ‘PAK’       7/305 



Plate 7 



Plate Number 8. Plate manufactured at Karachi from negative provided by Lahore. The plate is 
composed of units VII & VIII and shows thre different settings which are indicated by triple numbers 
(e.g., 8/1/241). The first figure indicates the plate number, the second figure indicates the setting and the 
third indicates the position on the sheet counting from the top left. By and large, the manufacture and 
printing of the Karachi plates had been exceptionally good under the circumstances at the time so there 
are few flaws elative to the plates manufactured at Lahore. The Karachi plates show much less wear and 
taer as metal stiffeners had been added at the time of manufacture. 

 
First Setting

Major Flaws

1. Stop after ‘N’   (VII) 8/1/13  (VIII) 8/1/173 
 

2. Damaged ‘P’ at top      8/1/173 
 
The difference between printing units VII & VII is that unit VIII has the damaged top of ‘P’ along with 
stop after ‘N’. 
 

Minor Flaws

1. Left leg of second ‘A’       8/1/40 
 

2. Damaged right leg of ‘N’                8/1/73, 132, 147, 244, 245 
 

3. Left leg of first ‘A’ chopped at bottom     8/1/40 
 

Second Setting
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Major Flaws

1. Stop after ‘N’   (VII) 8/2/173   (VIII) 8/2/13 
 

2. Top of ‘P’ broken       8/2/13 
 

3. Left leg of second ‘A’ broken      8/2/40 
 

Minor Flaws

1. Deformed right leg of ‘N’       8/2/47, 73, 132 
 

2. Broken ‘AK’                        8/2/118 
 
Many damged sheets found stuck together, were carelessly seperated and overprinted in the damaged 
condition. This was mostly seen in the 2 annas value. 
 
Third Setting

Plate 8 Third setting



Plate 8  Third setting 
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Major Flaws

1. Stop after ‘N’   (VII) 8/3/13      (VIII) 8/3/221 
 

2. Damged top of ‘P’                      8/3/221 
 

3. Damaged left leg of second ‘A’                  8/3/248 
 

4. Deformed ‘N’                    8/3/132 
 
Plate Number 9. This plate was manufactured and printed at Karachi from negatives supplied by Lahore. 
Printing units are IX & X. 
 

First Setting

Major Flaws

1. Stop after ‘N’   (IX) 9/1/93          (X) 9/1/173 
 

2. Flying wings over ‘AN’                     9/1/83 
 

3. Sloping ‘P’                    9/1/109 
 

4. Missing vertical limb of ‘P’                  9/1/170 
 

Minor Flaws

These are related to the right stroke of ‘N’ which may be short, broken or distorted in positions 
mentioned below: 
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9/1/2, 18, 49, 51, 67, 82, 180, 226, 290, 316 
 

Plate 9 First setting (Left upper quarter)



Plate 9 First setting (Right upper quarter)



Plate 9  First setting 



Second Setting

A full description is not possible since I only have the top half on one sheet. 
 

Major Flaws

1. Stop after ‘N’                    9/2/109 
 

2. Flying wings over ‘AN’                     9/2/99 
 

3. Sloping ‘P’                    9/2/125 
 

Nasik Copies on Low Values

Service Stamps

Nasik copies on Service stamps were only printed at Karachi from plates manufactured there. It is 
surmised that the plates were constituted from blocks of 40 stamp clichés (8x5). Thus, eight such blocks 
formed on composite plate. The evidence is available in sheets where the alignment is disturbed at the 
junction of the blocks. It is also surmised that one plate was manufactured but cleaning and reconstituting 
the plate resulted in different settings. It si certain that there are more than one settings but with the few 
sheets available, only the main plate is described. Further study of sheets, if made available, will uncover 
this mystery. 
 

Major Flaws

1. Deformed ‘N’        128 
 

2. Broken ‘P’        209 
 

3. Dot after ‘N’ near top right stroke of  ‘N’     290 
 

4. Dot after ‘N’ near mid-stroke            249, 292 
 

Minor Flaws

1. Top of ‘N’ shaved off          14 
 

2. Damaged ‘N’            32 
 

3. Vertical limb of ‘P’ shaved off                33, 178 
 

4. Broken ‘A’             46 
 

5. Vertical line after ‘N’ (Fount casing)      110, 111, 112 
 

6. Short ‘I’ and stretched ‘S’     117 
 

7. Damged ‘STA’            238 
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Karachi Printing Service Stamps
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Table A 
Full sheet of 160 high-value stamps with panes of 20 stamps each 

 
Arrows show sheet division for Peshawar printing 

(Note: Box sizes changed to show flaw details) 
 

---     
 

2nd A 

2nd A 

E F

A B

C D



Nasik Copies on High Values

Rs 1 to Rs 25

Nasik copies on high values were printed at Peshawar and Karachi. Plates for Peshawar were 
manufactured at Lahore and printed at Government Printing Press at Peshawar. Plates for Karachi printing 
were manufactured in Karachi. Plates at Lahore were made of half-sheets of the high values (60 clichés). 
Full plates of 120 clichés were composed at Karachi. No service stamps of high values were printed with 
Nasik copy plates at Peshawar whereas ordinary and service high values were both printed at Karachi 
from Karachi plates. 
 
Originally the Peashawar plate was not properly composed and position of the horizontal gutter was not 
catered for, with the result that initial printing registered overprints on the horizontal gutters. This was 
quickly rectified either locally or by replacement plates. The initial gutter prints are therefore seen only on  
few high values listed below: 
 
i) KGV Rs.15 & Rs. 25    ii) KGVI Rs. 25 
 
Plate Format

A description of the plate format and pane labelling will be described for convenience of the reader. 
 
The complete sheet is divided into 6 panes A to F as illustrated, there is one vertical gutter and two 
horizontal gutters. There are two colored dots on the top margins and two on the bottom margin. These 
are over the 5th stamp on pane ‘A’ and first stamp on pane ‘B’; also under the 20th stamp on pane ‘E’ and 
16th stamp on pane ‘F’. 
 
For Peshawar printing the sheets were divided in two where indicated by the arrows on Table A. Hence 
for Peshawar printings the plates consisted of  panes ‘A’, ‘B’ and upper halves of ‘C’ and ‘D’ at the top; 
on the bottom were panes ‘E’, ‘F’ and lower halves of ‘C’ and ‘D’. 
 
Karachi printing was done from complete composite plate of 120 clichés. In all three plates were used for 
high values; HV 1 & 2 were half-plates and HV-3 was a complete sheet. 
 
Plate HV-1 Values Printed KGVI Rs.10 

This plate shows distortion of letters to a marked degree. Thw letters are fuzzy and fine details are not 
available. The plate also shows evidence of soft metal indicating that no stiffeners were available at the 
time the moulds were manufactured. There is also spillage of block ink and spreading of letters on the 
stamps. Some stamps also show fount bracket flaw. 
 
Because of quick wear and taer of this plate, it was discarded very early. I have only one pane ‘B’ of this 
plate which is the one described. 
 

Major Flaws Pane ‘B’ Pane-stamp #

1. Vertical limb of ‘K’ short      B-9 
 

2. Serif of ‘K’ missing      B-10 
 

3. Serif of first ‘A’ distorted      B-10 
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4. Flaws of 2 & 3 (above noted)     B-15 
 

5. ‘P’ rounded off at top      B-2 
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Plate HV-2 Values Printed KGV Rs.15 & Rs.25 
KGVI Rs.1, Rs.2, Rs.5, Rs.10 & Rs.25 

This plate comprised of panes ‘A’ & ‘B’ and the upper halves of panes ‘C’ & ‘D’ of 60 clichés. 
 

Major Flaws Pane ‘A’ Pane-stamp #

1. Vertical limb of ‘K’ longer      A-3 
 

2. Lower half of ‘S’ distorted      A-5 
 

3. Head of ‘P’ rounded off      A-6 
 

4. Right lower serif of ‘N’ missing     A-10 
 

5. Serif missing on second ‘A’ left arm    A-11 
 

6. Serif missing on second ‘A’ right arm    A-12 
 

7. Lower point of ‘N’ missing     A-20 
 

Pane ‘B’

1. Serif of ‘P’ cut off      B-4 
 

2. Right limb of ‘A’ short and serif missing    B-10 
 

Pane ‘C’

1. Serif of right stroke of ‘N’ cup shaped    C-3 
 

Pane ‘D’

1. Vertical stroke of ‘K’ short     D-1 
 

2. Missing serif of left limb of first ‘A’    D-10 
 

The plates were readjusted to print the lower half sheet; a different is bound to occur. This area of study 
can be expanded by those who may have access to the lower half sheets. 
 
No service stamps were printed using these plates. 



Peshawar Plate 1 
Distorted print 



Panes A and C



Panes B and D



Karachi Printing

This was a single-plate printing operation with plates consisting of 120 clichés from moulds supplied by 
Lahore. There is evidence that the moulds were prepared in blocks of ten i.e., two rows of five clichés 
each and then formed into a plate of 120 for printing. It is likely that more than one state may exist. 
Karachi printed both ordinary and service stamps of KGVI from Rs. 1 to Rs. 25. The same plate was used 
for both categories thus the flaws are common to both ordinary and service stamps. 
 

1 A 5

16  20 

C

D E

B

13  



Plate HV-3 For the following descriptions, I had only five panes from ‘A’ to ‘E’ available. 
 

Values Printed: Ordinary KGVI Rs.1 to Rs.25 
 Service KGVI Rs.1 to Rs.10 
 

Major Flaws Pane ‘A’ Pane-stamp #

1. Serifs of the first ‘A’ and of the vetical limb of ‘K’ missing   A-8 
 

2. Missing serif at left limb of first ‘A’      A-9 
 

3. ‘P’ “Wooly” and without serifs; Missing serif at left limb of first ‘A’  A-10 
 

4. Lower half of ‘S’ sharp and without serif     A-15 
 

5. Sans serif ‘S’        A-20 
 

Pane ‘B’

1. Missing serif at right limb of first ‘A’     B-4 
 

2. No serif at left limb of ‘N’       B-5 
 

3. Serifs missing on vertical stroke and lower right strokes of ‘K’   B-13 
 

4. No serif at right limb of ‘A’; ‘K’ is spiked     B-13 
 

5. Left limb of second ‘A’ without serif     B-14 
 

6. Missing serif on right stroke of ‘N’      B-17 
 

7. Left section of serif missing at foot of ‘T’     B-18 
 

8. Missing serif on the vertical limb of ‘P’     B-20 
 

Pane ‘C’

1. Missing serifs: ‘T’ and left limbs of second ‘A’ & ‘N’    C-1 
 

2. Sans serif first ‘A’       C-2 
 

3. Missing serif on ‘K’       C-6 
 

4. Missing serifs at left limb of second ‘A’ and right foot of ‘T’   C-11 
 

5. Second ‘A’ spiked       C-13 
 

6. Top of ‘P’ notched       C-14 
 

7. Short right limb of ‘A’; Missing serif at left vertical stroke of ‘N’  C-17 
 

8. Right vertical arm of ‘N’ bowl shaped at top     C-18 
 

9. Right limb of ‘N’ miising serif      C-20 
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Pane ‘D’

1. The first two rows (1-10) have the same characteristics as Pane ‘C’ (#11-20) D-17 
 

2. ‘T’ broken at junction and missing left serif. Broken right limb of ‘N’  D-20 
 

3. Extended right lower stroke of ‘K’ and without serifs    D-20 
 

Pane ‘E’

1. Left foort serif of ‘P’ missing      E-6 
 

2. Lower serif os ‘S’ missing       E-9 
 

3. Bottom serif of ‘I’ missing       E-10 
 

4. Missing serif at lower right stroke of ‘K’     E-18 
 

5. Margin of fount*        E-20 
 
(* Fount it the mold which holds the typeset of an overprint by forming a “collar” around it. Sometimes, 
ink got on the collar and the resulting overprint showed up with a frame around it). 
 
Printing of Indian stamps held by treasuries and post offices was completed by October 1948. Since 
Indian stamps were no longer available for printing, the dies and plates were discarded or destroyed. A 
period of one year ( from October 1948 to October 31, 1949) was allowed by the Pakistan government to 
use up overprinted stocks. Remaining stocks of the overprinted stocks were demonitized and ordered 
destroyed on November 1, 1949. 
 



Pane A 
 

Pane B 
 



Pane C 



Pane D



Pane E 



Author’s Note: Some of the plating is not complete, the author encourages 
readers to conduct their own research and try to fill any gaps of missing stamps 
etc., This will provide further information and help complete the job. 
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